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Let E be a complex Banach space, let F be a closed subspace of E, and 
let n: E+ E/F be the canonical quotient mapping. The concept of envelope 
of F-holomorphy of a connected open subset U of E is defined and studied. 
The main result states that the pull-back &‘*(fI) of the envelope of holomorphy 
of x(V) constructed by Schottenloher is. the envelope of F-holomorphy of U. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In 1972 Hirschowitz published a paper (cf. [S]) where he showed, using 
germs of holomorphic functions, that every Riemann domain over a 
Banach space E has an envelope of holomorphy. Independently and at the 
same time, Schottenloher considered in his thesis a more general situation 
by defining regular classes and admissible coverings for Riemann domains 
over a Banach space E. He showed that the envelope of holomorphy of a 
connected open set U, usually denoted by 8(U), could be identified with a 
connected component of the 26 spectrum (cf. [7,8]). Hirschowitz remarked 
in [5] that his construction was also good to obtain the envelope of U 
relative to special classes of holomorphic functions on U instead of the 
envelope of U relative to H(U) (the envelope of holomorphy of U). This 
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more general approach, due to Hirschowitz, is presented in a very clear 
way by Mujica in [6, Chap. XIII]. He defines an A-envelope of 
holomorphy, where A is a subclass of the set of all holomorphic functions 
on a Riemann domain over a Banach space E, and proves that it always 
exists. A natural problem arises when we want to know if each element of 
A shares with its extension to the A-envelope of holomorphy some special 
properties. Hirschowitz considered this problem in Remark 1.8 of [S]. 
If F is a closed subspace of a Banach space E, U is a connected open 
subset of E and rc: E--f E/F is the canonical mapping, we denote by HF( U) 
the space of all f E H( V) such that f = go z for some g E H(z( U)). It seems 
that no relation can be established between the H,(U)-envelope of 
holomorphy of U and the envelope of holomorphy of Z(U) constructed by 
Hirschowitz. In this paper we define a new envelope of holomorphy of U 
relative to HF( U), which is called the envelope of F-holomorphy of U and 
is denoted by b*(U). Our main result states that the pull-back of the 
envelope of holomorphy of n(U) constructed by Schottenloher is our 
envelope of F-holomorphy of U. As a consequence of Corollary 58.10 of 
[6], we get that the envelope of F-holomorphy of U is the pull-back of the 
spectrum of (H(x(U)), rO) if E/F is separable and has the bounded 
approximation property. In particular given any 1 < p < cc there exists a 
closed subspace F of I, such that for every connected open subset U of 1, 
the envelope of F-holomorphy of U is the pull-back of the spectrum of 
(H(z(U), rO) where n(U) c 1,. Also from our construction we have that 
there exists a quotient mapping $: 8*(U) + b(n(U)) such that, given 
g E H(rc( U)), the mapping f = g 0 K has an extension defined by f = g 0 + 
where 8~ H(b(n(U))) is an extension of g in the sense of Schottenloher. So, 
the extension of any f E HFcUj to a*(U) “factors” through the “F-quotient” 
d(7c( U)) of B*(u). 
NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
Throughout this paper E is a complex Banach space, F is a closed sub- 
space of E, and ?r: E-P E/F is the canonical quotient mapping. 
For any Banach space G, &(a, I) denotes the ball in G with center a and 
radiusr. Foranyf:G+Cand VcG, wehave Ilfl)v:=sup()f(x)l;xEV}. 
If U is an open set, H(U) denotes the set of all holomorphic functions 
f: U + C. As usual, r0 denotes the compact open topology. 
Given any subalgebra with identity A of H(U) endowed with a locally 
convex topology z, the spectrum of (A, r) is the set of all nonzero con- 
tinuous homomorphisms h: (A, r) -+ C and is denoted by S(A, r). For any 
u E U, we define ri: A + @ by C(f) = f(u) for every f E A. It is clear that 
o=(li;uEU}cS(A,T). 
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A Riemann domain over E is a pair (X, 4) such that X is a Hausdorff 
topological space and 4: X-r E is a local homeomorphism. Given X’ c X 
we write X’ -4(X’) to indicate that X’ is homeomorphic to 4(X’) under 
4 ) X’. A chart in X is a connected open set A c X such that 4 ) A: A + qS( A) 
is a homeomorphism. An atlas on X is a collection (A,),,, of charts which 
cover X. We recall that if U is an open subset of E and i: U -+ E is the 
canonical inclusion, then (U, i) is a Riemann domain over E. 
If (X, 4) is a Riemann domain over E and (Y, +) is a Riemann domain 
over G, a mapping f: X -+ Y is said to be holomorphic if f is continuous and 
there is an atlas (A,)i,, on X such that $of o(rjlA,)--‘: &A,) -+ G is 
holomorphic for each iE 1. We shall denote by H(X, Y) the class of all 
mappings f: X + Y which are holomorphic. When Y = C we write H(X) in 
place of H(X, Y). 
Let (X, 4) and (Y, $) be two Riemann domains over E. A continuous 
mapping j: X-+ Y is said to be a morphism if $0 j = 4. A morphism 
j: U -+ X is said to be an extension of U if for each f E H(U), there is a 
unique f E H(X) such that 7 0 j = f: Finally, a morphism j : U -+ X is said to 
be an envelope of holomorphy of U if: (a) j is an extension of U; (b) if 
y: U + Y is an extension of U then there is a morphism /?: Y -+ X such that 
/I 0 y = j; i.e., j is maximal. 
For other notations and basic results in holomorphy theory we refer to 
the book of J. Mujica (cf. [6]). 
To every connected Riemann domain (Y, #) over E/F there corresponds 
a connected Riemann domain (Y*, +4*) over E, called the pull-back of Y, 
where Y* := ((~4~ YxE; 9W=44) endowed with the topology 
induced on Y* by the product topology on Y x E, and c$*( y, a) := a, for all 
(v, Q)E y* (cf. C4,91). 
1. F-QUOTIENTS OF A RIEMANN DOMAIN 
DEFINITION 1. Let (X, 4) be a Riemann domain over E. We say that 
(X,, #F, +) is an F-quotient of X if (X,, #F) is a Riemann domain over 
E/F and $ is a continuous open mapping from X onto XF such that 
l$FO*=7CO$i. 
EXAMPLE 2. If i and i, are, respectively, the canonical inclusions U 4 E 
and rr( U) 4 E/F, it is clear that (n(U), i,, n) is an F-quotient of (U, i). 
EXAMPLE 3. Let (X, $) be a Riemann domain over E, let - be the 
equivalence relation defined on X by d(x) - #( y) E F, for x, y E X and 
denote by Xl- the quotient set of X by this equivalence with the quotient 
topology associated to the mapping I,$ from X onto X/- defined by 
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$(x) :=X (where X denotes the equivalence class of x). We can define 
qiF: X/N + E/F by 4F(X) := rc(&x)) for every X E X/N and it is easy to see 
that (Xl-, 4F) is a Riemann domain over E/F. It is clear that 
(X/N, 4F, $) is an F-quotient of X. 
It is easy to show that g 0 # E H(X) for every g E H(X,). We denote by 
HF,JX) the space of all go$ as g ranges over H(X,). We write HF(U) in 
place of HFz( U); i.e., HF( U) is the space of all go z as g ranges over 
H(n(U)). 
PROPOSITION 4. Let (X, 4) be a Riemann domain over E and let 
(X,, dF, $) be an F-quotient of X. The mapping g H go $ is a topological 
isomorphism between (H( X,), TV) and ( HFti( X), to), 
ProoJ: Define T(g) := g 0 I++ for all g E H(X,). It is clear that T is injec- 
tive and continuous. So all we have to show that that T-l is continuous. 
Let K be a compact subset of X,. We will define a compact subset J of X 
such that $(J) = K For each kg K,. choose xk E X such that t&xk) = k. 
Since X and X, are regular topological spaces and (c/: X+X, is a 
continuous open mapping, there exist two open neighgborhoods V(xk) 
and V’(x,) of xk and two open neighborhoods W(k) and W’(k) of k such 
that WG) = Wd 4( %GJ) - WJ, dF(Wk))- W(k), and +(Uxd) c 
W’(k) t #( V(x,)) c W(k). We claim that given a compact set A4 c II/( V(x,)) 
there exists a compact set Nc V(xk) such that IC/(N) = M. Then since K is 
a compact subset of Uk E K +( V’(X~)), there exist ki E K, 1~ i < n, such that 
Kc (j W’Q,)) = ij Wki) c (j JI(Vx,c,)) 
i= 1 i= 1 i=l 
and since Ki= Kn W’(ki) is a compact subset of $( V(x,,)) there exists 
Ji t V(x,;) such that Ji is compact and +(Ji) = Ki for all 1 < i < n. 
Consequently J= (Jy Ji is a compact subset of X such that 
$(J) = Uy= 1 $(Ji) = lJ;= i Ki = K. To prove our claim we take a compact 
set M c JI( V(x,,)). To simplify we denote V(x,,) and W(ki) by Vi and Wi, 
respectively. So, let M c II/( Vi) c Wi. We recall that 4( Vi) - Vi and 
4F( Wi) - Wi. Since #(Vi) is an open subset of E and dF(M) is a compact 
subset of z(& Vi)) =bF(l(/(Vi)), by Lemma 3.3 of [2] there exists a 
compact subset Li of +4( Vi) such that z(Li) = bF(M). Now if (X,*, b*) is the 
pull-back of X,, it is easy to show that Ni = (M x Li) n X,* is a compact 
subset of X,*. It is clear that the mapping /?: X-, XF defined by 
p(x) := ($(x), i(x)) for all XE X is a local homeomorphism. Given any 
(x, y) eNi there exists a unique a E Vi such that #(a) = y since L c q5( Vi); 
moreover bF(x) = rr( y) = 710 &a). Since x E M c Wi, y?(a) E $( Vi) c Wi and 
4F( Wi) - Wi, from 4F~ $(a) = rc 0 &a) = +F(~) we infer $(a) = x. So, there 
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is a E Vi such that /?(a) = ($(a), 4(a)) = (x, y), i.e., Nit /?(VJ. On the 
other hand it is easy to verify that p( Vi) w  V,. SO N= (p ( Vi)) ‘(Ni) is a 
compact subset of Vi such that P(N)=N,. If 1+4~: X$--t XF is defined 
by $F(h, a) := h we have II/(N) = JIFo/3(N) = $,(N,). It is clear that 
$F(Ni)~ M. Now, let hcM. Since rc(Li) =c,~~(M), there is XE Li such 
that n(x) = qJF(h) and consequently (h, x) E (Mx LJ n X,* = Ni. Since 
I(/F(x, h)= h, we get the other inclusion and so $F(Ni)=M. This gives 
I/J(N) = M and consequently T- ’ is continuous. 
2. SOME NON-TRIVIAL EXAMPLES OF F-QUOTIENTS 
In all of this section U will be a connected open subset of E. For 
XE U, let d,(x) := sup(r > 0; B,(x, r) c V} and for I/c U, let dU(V) := 
inf(d,(x); x E V}. If r E (0, d,(V)) let V, := lJ {B,(x, r); x E V}. 
An open countable covering Y of U is said to be admissible if: (a) for 
all VE V, there exist s > 0 and v’ E V such that d,(V) > s and V, c V’; 
(b) V, u V2 E -lr for all Vi, V, E: V. If all VE V is bounded, -Y- is said to be 
bounded. 
Let 643 be the set of all bounded admissible coverings of U, and for 
V” E 33 let J&- := {f~ H(U); l\flj v<co, VFW’“}. By [7, p. 1151, H(U)= 
u %C E1 dv-. 
mt0pos1T10N 5. (i) For every Y EB the class %f = z(Y) := {z(V); 
V E Y > is a bounded admissible covering of n( U). 
(ii) Q-9?‘= {-ly-; 9V= z(“f)for YELB} then H(n(U))=U,-.,,LzI#. 
Proof. (i) Given WE “llr, let V E V be such that W = n( V). As V is an 
admissible covering of U, there exist s > 0 and V’ E Y such that du( V) > s 
and V, c V’. Since d,(x) < dztuj(n(x)), we infer that d,,,,(W) B d,( V) > s 
and as W,= z(V,) we get W,c n( V’) = W’E ~9”. It is trivial that (b) is 
satisfied and w  is bounded. (ii) This is a consequence of H(U) = 
UT, E.23 JG. 
With an argument similar to that used in [8] we can obtain the 
envelope of holomorphy &(x(U)) of n(U) as follows. We consider on & , 
-W E a’, the topology zw of uniform convergence on the sets WE -w^ and 
on H(n(U)) the inductive topology z, of the system (J&-; -ly-~#}. We 
denote by S(sQ,-, 7,) the spectrum of z&. We recall that i: U 4 E and 
i,: n(U) 4 E/F are the inclusions mappings. Let &(n(U), Yf) be the set of 
all h E S(&Y, zw) such that p H h(p 0 i,) is a w*-continuous mapping from 
(E/F)’ into @. We consider in &(x(U), “/lr) the topology defined as 
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follows: given h E d(n(U), w), there is WE ?Y such that (h(g)( < /) gll w  for 
all g E dw. By Proposition 5, w  is an admissible covering and so we can 
take s>O such that d,(Uj( W) >s as in the definition. For every 
a E BEIF(& r) with r E (0, s), we define h,(g) = C,, (l/n!) h(az g) for all 
g E G!$. (cf. [3] for the definition of 2:: g). If we fix W and s as above, a 
basis of neighborhoods of h is given by the sets {h,; UE BEIF(Or r)} as r 
ranges over (0, s) and we will consider A(rc(U), w) endowed with 
this topology. By a result of Mackey in the theory of locally convex 
spaces there is a unique a,, E E/F such that h(p 0 i,) = ~(a,,) for all ,D E (E/F)’ 
whenever h E .4!(n(U), YY). If we define qw(h) := ah we can prove 
that (JZ(rt( U), YY), qw) is a Riemann domain over E/F. Considering 
ff(U)=U,., J$, Schottenloher defined in an analogous way a Riemann 
domain (A?(U, f), qy) over E (cf. [8]). 
PROPOSITION 6. Q”YY = x(T), Y E ~4% there is a mapping cp: JX( U, V) + 
A’(z( U), %‘“) which is continuous, open and satisfies qw 0 q = IC 0 qy, thus, 
(cp(A?(U, V), qw, CQ)) is an F-quotient of A?(U, -Y-). 
ProoJ Let T: H(rr( U)) -+ H(U) be defined by T(g) := go z. It is clear 
that TJ&I is a continuous homomorphism and T(~~)c~~-. Now, for 
each h EJZ( U, V), we define cp(h) := h 0 T. The mapping ho TI &?YY is a 
continuous homomorphism as the composition of two continuous 
homomorphisms and since p H (h 0 T)(p 0 i,) is a w*-continuous mapping 
from (E/F)’ into C, we have that cp(h) E ~Z(rc( U), ?V) for all h E A?( U, V). 
The equality qw 0 cp = z 0 qv follows from the definition. It remains to prove 
that cp is continuous and open. Let hEA’(U, V). Since h is continuous, 
there exists VE V such that Ih(f)[ d l/f/l V for all f~&$. In particular 
(h(gox)I < ((gorc(ly= (/g(lxcVJ for all gEdw. Fix Vand O<s<d,(V). The 
class of all N(h, B,(O, r)) := {h,; a E B,(O, r)> as r ranges over (0, s) is a 
basis of neighborhoods of h. Analogously, since W= n( V)E YV and 
& ( V -= d,d WI the set of all N(h 0 T, BEIF(& r)) := {(h 0 T),,,,; 
a E BE(O, r)> as r ranges over (0, s) is a basis of neighborhoods of h 0 T. So, 
it is enough to prove that given N(ho T, BE&O, r)) with r <s, we have 
cp(N(h, B.0, r))) = Wh 0 T, B.&O, r)). Indeed if k E cp(W, B&k r))), 
there exists h, with aE B,(O, r) such that k= cp(h,) = h,o T. We remark 
that for all g E .G& we have 
(ho0 T)(g) = h,(go~) =; -$ h(&g4) 
= (h 0 T),,,,(g), 
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and consequently, h, 0 T = (h 0 T),,,,. So, k E N(h o T, B,,,(B, Y)). 
Analogously, we have the other inclusion. 
Let (X, 4) be a Riemann domain over E. For each x E X, define 
d,(x) := sup{r > 0; there is a connected neighborhood V of x such that 
V- BE(&x), r)} and for WC X, Wf 0 we put dX( W) :=inf{d,(x); 
XE W). Let B,(x, r) denote the component of d-‘(BE(~(x), r)) which 
contains the point x. 
Let &(n(U), w) denote the component of -&(rc( U), ?V) which contains 
$). The set of all h E S(H(z(U)), t,) such that h E &(z( U), ~4’“) for all 
@‘E&J’ and d,, :=inf{d,(,(.,,,, (h); V E @‘) > 0 is denoted by JZ(z( U)). It 
is easy to see that U c M(U) and n(U) c ~?(n( U)). The family of all sets 
N(h, r) := {k E J%‘(z( U)); k E B8C,CUj,*-j(h, r) for all 9” E @‘} as h ranges 
over JZ(n(Uj) and O<r cd,,, is a basis of a Hausdorff locally convex 
topology on d(rr(U)) such that qn: A(n(U)) -+ E/F defined by 
q,(h) :=qw(h) is a local homeomorphism. (We remark that the value of 
q,Jh) in depends of ?V.) In the same way we can define a Riemann domain 
(d(U), q) over E. 
PROPOSITION 7. There exists a mapping cp, : A?‘(U) + A(x( U)) which is 
continuous, open, and satisfies qnoq, =zoq, thus (cp,(A’(U)), q,, cp,) is an 
F-quotient of A(U). 
Proof Let T: H(n( U)) + H(U) and cp: &!( U, $/) + A’(z( U), w) as 
in Proposition 6. Since rp(b( U, Y”)) is a connected open subset of 
&V(rc(U), %‘“) and contains a), we have that cp(Q( U, Y)) c b(n( U), Y+“). 
For each hEA!( we define cpl(h):=hoT. Then we have: (l)hoTE 
S(ff(4U))Y 7,); (2) since cpl(&( U, V)) = cp(b( U, V)) c ~?(n( U), n(V)) and 
hE&(U, Y) for all YE@, we have cp,(h)E&(n(U), “IK) for all @‘“E#; 
(3) inf{d,C.(“,,,,(ho T); WE&) ~0, if inf{d,,.,, ,(h); VEB} >O: 
indeed, given any hEA we have d,(v.~.)(h)~dd,(.(“,,.,.,,,(h~ T) for all 
f~i!d since 4BE(q&L r)) = B&q, ocp~(h), r) = B&q,4 0 T), r). 
From (l), (2), and (3) we get q,(h)EA(z(U)). The equality q,o cpl = 7caq 
follows from the definitions. It remains to show that ‘;p, is continuous and 
open. For this it is enough to show that given any h E A!(U) and 
O<r-~inf{d,~,,,(h); %‘-~a), we have cpl(N(h, r))=N(hoT, r). We recall 
that A(U) c .A’(U, V), for all V E %? and cp(k) = cp,(k) for k E A( U), so 
by Proposition 6, qw-o q,(k) = noq,(k) for all 4(U) and for all Y” EB, 
v“= n(V). We remark that for every -V ~59 and YYEB’ the mappings 
qr and qw induce homeomorphisms between N(h, r) and B,(q,-(h), r) 
and between N(h 0 T, r) and B,,,(q, (h 0 T), r), respectively. Now, 
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pp,(N(h, I)) = N(h 0 T, r) follows from these homeomorphisms and from 
qWoql =7z0qy on d(U). 
Let I(A) denote the component of &Z(A) which contains R = (6; a E A} 
in cases A = U and A = z(U). It is clear that (B(U), q) and (&‘(z(U)), qz) 
are Riemann domains over E and E/F, respectively. We recall that 
j: U + g(U) defined by j(u) := 6 is the envelope of holomorphy of U 
(cf. [8]). By using the equality H(z(U))= UIY/EBI && we show that 
jn: K(U) + &‘(z( U)) defined by j,Jz(u)) :=z is an extension of z(U). 
Since the inductive topology zg in H(z( U)), defined as in [IS, p. 2381 is 
weaker than our inductive topology z,, we have S(H(n(U)), za) c 
S(H(n( U)), 2,) and so the envelope of holomorphy of n(U) due to 
Schottenloher is a topological subspace of a(~( U)). Now since the 
Schottenloher’s envelope of holomorphy of z(U) is a maximal extension it 
coincides with &( n( U)). 
COROLLARY 8. There exists a mapping cpI: b(U) + &z(U)) which is 
continuous, open, and satisfies qnO cpl = z 0 q, thus, (cp,(d( U)), qz, cp,) is an 
F-quotient of b(U). 
Proof: From Proposition 7 it is enough to remark that cpl(&(U)) c 
&(R( U)) since @) c cpl(&( U)) which is open and connected. 
Now we will consider the spectra of (H(U), zO) and (H(K( U)), zO). Given 
h E S(H( U), z,), let K be a compact subset of U such that Ih( < 11 S (IK 
for all f E H(U). If h,(f) =C,, (l/n!) h(d;f) for all f EH(U), for 
each O<r<d,(K) we have M(h,r):= {h,;aEB,(O, r)}CS(H(U), z,,). 
In S(H(U), rO) we consider the weakest topology which has 
{ Mh, r); 0 < r < d,(K)} as a local base.at h. We remark that this topology 
does not depend of the particular compact Kc U satisfying (h( f )I i I( f (1 K 
for all f E H( U) considered, and it is clearly a Hausdorff topology on 
S(H( U), zO). Let p: S(H( U), z,,) --t E be defined by p(h) := ah where ah is 
the unique element of E such that h(rpoi)= &a,) for all (PEE’. Thus 
construction is due to Alexander (cf. [ 11) who proved that p is a local 
homeomorphism when we consider in S(H( U), z,,) the above topology. The 
same construction applies to n(U); i.e., there are a Hausdorff topology on 
S(H(z( U)), 70) and a local homeomorphism p*: S(H(n( U), zo) + E/F such 
that (S(H(n( U)), zo), p,) is a Riemann domain over E/F. We recall that for 
every h E S(H(z( U)), zO), ‘p 0 p,(h) = h(cp 0 i,) for all cp E (E/F)‘. 
PROPOSITION 9. There exists a mapping I : S(H( U), zo) + S(H( TC( U)), 7,,) 
which is continuous, open, and satisfies pz 0 A = rc 0 p, thus, (A(S(H( U), z,)), 
p,, , A) is an F-quotient of S( H( U), 70). 
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ProoJ Let T: (H(n( U)), zO) -+ (H(U), zO) be defined by T(g) := g 0 71 for 
all g E H(rc( U)). It is easy that h 0 TE S(H( U), TV) for every h E S(H( U), z,,). 
So we can define 2: S(H(U), zO) -+ S(H(n(U)), zO) by A(h) := ho T. Given 
h E S(N( U), rO) let K be a compact subset of U such that Ih( 6 ljflK for 
all f~ H(U) and let 0 < r < d,(K). By an argument analogous to that used 
in the proof of Proposition 6 we show that I1(M(h, r)) = (M(h 0 T, r)) = 
{(ho TL, a E B&o, Y)}. This is enough to get that h is continuous and 
open. The equality pz 0 A = n 0 p follows from the definitions. 
It is clear that the mapping 6: u E U + fi E S( H( U), rO) is a morphism. Let 
KV( U) denote the component of S(H( U), zO) which contains 0. Alexander 
studied 8,,(U) and called it a normal envelope of holomorphy of U. (For 
details we refer to [ 1; 3; 6, Chap. XIII].) Analogously, let &,,(rc( U)) be the 
n 
component of S(H(n( U)), tO) which contains rc( U). From Proposition 9 we 
get that (L(cY~(U)), p7[, 2) is an F-quotient of &((v). To prove this it is 
enough to remark that L(&,,(U)) E gN(7r( U)) since n/iti c A(&,,( U)) which 
is open and connected. 
Let (&j$( U), 4) be the pull-back of (&N(rc(U)), p,). We recall that 
&X(u) = (th, ~1; h E &‘,vt4U)), a E E and p,(h) = z(u)) and &h, a) = a for 
all (h, a) E &z(U). 
PROPOSITION 10. There exists a mapping II/: &z(U) -+ &(n(U)) which is 
continuous, open, onto, and satisfies p, 0 I/I = II 0 4, thus, (gN(n( U)), p,, $) is 
an F-quotient of 67$(U). 
Proof. Let II/: &g(U) --) &“(n(U)) be defined by $((h, a)) := h for all 
(h, a) E &g(U). It is clear that 1+5 is well defined, onto, and continuous. Since 
for all (h, a) E &z(U), p,(h) = n(u), we have that 710 4 = pn 0 $. So, all we 
have to prove is that $ is open. It is enough to show that given any 
(h, a) E J’;(U), for every basic neighborhood M(h, r) of h we have 
II/( [M(h, r) x B,(u, r)] n &?z( U)) = M(h, r). Let k E M(h, r), i.e., k = h, with 
bEBEIF(O, r). Take b, EB&O, r) so that n(b,)= 6. We claim that 
(hh, a -I- b,) E (M(h, r) x B,(u, r)) n &X(U). It is clear that (hhr a + b,) E 
M(h, r) x B,(u, r) and so, all we have to show is p,(h,) = ~(a + b,). As 
p,(h,) = p,(h) + b (p. 403 of [6]), we have p,(h,) = z(u) -t-b = 7c(u + b,). 
Since tj(hb, a + b,) = hb, we get M(h, r) c $([M(h, r) x B,(u, r)] n&g(U)). 
The other inclusion is trivial. 
3. THE ENVELOPE OF F-HOLOMORPHY 
In all of this section U will be a connected open subset of E and (X, 4) 
will be a Riemann domain over E. 
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DEFINITION 11. A morphism j: U --)X is said to be an F-extension of U 
if there exist an F-quotient (X,, $F, rc/) of X and a morphism j,: n(U) 4 X, 
such that: 
(a) j, is an extension of 7c(U). 
(b) $oj=jRon. 
Remark 12. In this case, given g E H(z( U)) there exists an extension 
YE HFti(X) off = g 0 x which is defined by f = g 0 + where g E H(X,) is an 
extension of g. 
PROPOSITION 13. The mapping j: U + b$( U) defined by j(u) := ($j, u) 
for all u E U is an F-extension of U. 
Proof. Since $&cp) = q(n(u)) for every 40 E (E/F)‘, by definition of p, 
we get p,(a) = n(u) for all u E U and this implies j(U) c b,Q U). By 
Proposition 10, (gN(rr( U)), pn, y9) is an F-quotient of &X(U). We recall 
thatj,:z(U)+&N(?t(U))defined byj,(rr(u))=$$forall n(u)~rr(U)isan 
extension of K(U) (cf. [6, Chap. XIII]). It is clear that I+$ 0 j = jR 0 n. So, all 
we have to show is that j is a morphism. First of all it is clear that 4 0 j = i. 
To prove the continuity of j we recall that for each u E U, a basic 
neighborhood ofj(u) in &z(U) is given by (Vx W) n d$( U), where V is an 
open neighborhood of a in &Jn( U)) and W is an open neighborhood 
of u in E. Since j,: K(U) + G$,(z( U)) and II: U + n(U) are continuous, there 
exist open sets V, c K(U) and V, c U such that z(u) E Vi, u E Vz, 
K( V,) t V,, and j,( V,) c V. Let V, := V2 n W. Then for every x E V,, 
j(x) = (3, x) E (Vx W) n b$( U). This gives the continuity of j. 
PROPOSITION 14. The morphism j: U + 6’(U) defined by j(u) := ti is an 
F-extension of U. 
Proof: Let 40, be defined as in Proposition 7. By Corollary 8, 
(cp,(b( U)), qR, cp,) is an F-quotient of b( U) and cp,(b( U)) t &(x(U)). Since 
j, : 7t( U) -+ b(n( U)) defined by j,Jz(u)) =$ is an extension of z(U) such 
that jn(n( U)) c cp,(B( U)), it is easy to show that j,: 7c( U) --, cp,(b(U)) is an 
extension of n(U). From the definitions, it is also clear that cp i oj = j, 0 K. 
DEFINITION 15. Let (X, 4) be a Riemann domain over E. A morphism 
j: U-,X is said to be an envelope of F-holomorphy of U if: 
(a) j is an F-extension of U. 
(b) If k: CT+ 2 is an F-extension of ZJ, then there is a morphism 
y:Z+Xsuch that yok=j. 
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It is clear that if j: U+ Y and j’: U + Y’ are two envelopes of 
F-holomorphy of U then the Riemann domains Y and Y’ are isomorphic. 
In other words, the envelope of F-holomorphy of U, if it exists, is unique 
up to an isomorphism. 
Let (B*(U), $*) be the pull-back of (&‘(n( U)), qn), where #*(A, a) := a 
for all (h, a) E a*(U). 
THEOREM 16. The mapping a: U--+&*(U) defined by a(u) := (a, u) 
for all u E U is an envelope of F-holomorphy of U. 
Proof: It is clear that d* 0 a = i. So, c1 is a morphism if it is continuous. 
Given u E U, take a neighborhood of ($, U) in a*(U) of the form 
(Vx IV) n b*( U) where V is a neighborhood of $j in cR(n( U)) and W is 
a neighborhood of u in E. Without loss of generality, we can suppose 
WC U. Since jn: z(U) --) &(n( U)) is an extension of n(U), there exists 
an open set V, c z(U) such that z(u) E I’, and j,( V,) c V. Let 
I/,= Wnc’(V,). It is clear that for all UE I/, we have cx(u)~(Vx W)n 
b*(U) and this gives the continuity of a in U. 
Now, we will prove that if we define I,$: a*(U) -+ b(n(U)) by gl/(h, a) := h 
for every (h, a) E C?*(U) then (&(rc( U)), qn, $) is an F-quotient of &*( Or). It 
is clear from the definitions that rc/ is a continuous mapping from &‘*(U) 
onto &n(U)) such that 710 d* = q, 0 II/. So, all we have to prove is that II, 
is open. It is enough to show that given any (h, a) E b*( U), for every 
basic neighborhood N(h, r), we have $( [N(h, r) x B,(a, r)] n a*(U)) = 
N(h, r). Let k E N(h, r), i.e., k E B acncv,,#-,(h, r) for all w  E: 93’. By definition 
B btncU),w-,(h, r) is the component of q;l(B,,(q,(h), r)) which contains the 
point h, and since q=(h)= z(u), we have q,(k)E (B,,(?r(u), r) = 
n(B,(a, r)). Let CE B,(u, r) be such that rc(c) = q,(k). Then (k, c) E 
(N(h, r) x B,(u, r)) n a*( U) is such that t+b(k, c) = k and we get N(h, r) c 
II/( [N(h, r) x B,(a, r)] n a*(U)). The other inclusion is trivial. So. 
(&n(U)), qnr $) is an F-quotient of &‘*(U). We recall that jn: rr( U) --f 
&z(U)) defined by j,(rr(u))=a for all nix is an extension of 
x(U). Since II/oa=jzorr we get that tl: U-t a*(U) is an F-extension 
of u. 
NOW, if B: U-+ (X, 4) is an F-extension of U there are an F-quotient 
(X,, dF, tix) of X and a morphism /?, : n(U) -+ X, which is an extension of 
rc( U) such that Ii/x 0 fl= p, 0 n. From the maximality of a(~( U)) there is a 
morphismj,: X,-+~(II(U)) such thatj,~b~=j~. We define y: X-+&*(U) 
by y(x) := (jFoIcIx(x), 4(x)). First of all we have y(X)c g*(U). Indeed, 
since jP is a morphism we have qnojF=dF and so qf(jFO$X(~))= 
dFo tiF(x) = x(4(x)) for all x E X. It is easy to verify that y is a morphism 
and yofl=tl. 
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4. FINAL REMARKS 
As in Sections 2 and 3, U will be always a connected open subset of E. 
As a consequence of the maximality of a*(U) proved in Theorem 16, we 
know that there are morphisms yi : b(U) -+&*(U) and y2: &pX( U) -+ 8*(U) 
such that y1 oj=c1 and y20j=a (cf. Propositions 13 and 14 for the delini- 
tions of j in each case). 
The proof of Theorem 16 provides another example of an F-quotient by 
proving that (d(rc(U)), qz, Ic/) is an F-quotient of 8*(U). 
We recall the definition of an A-envelope of holomorphy. Let (X, 4) be 
a Riemann domain over E and let A c H(X). A morphism z: X + Y is said 
to be an A-envelope of holomorphy of X if: 
(a) r is an A-extension of X; i.e., for each f EA, there is a unique 
7~ H(X) such that 70 z =f: 
(b) If p: X-r 2 is an A-extension of X then there is a morphism 
u:Z+ Y such that vop=r. 
We know that the A-envelope of holomorphy of X always exists (cf. [6, 
Theorem 56.41). 
From Remark 12, we infer that the morphism a: U + a*(U) defined in 
Theorem 16 is an HF( U)-extension of U. So, if yF: U-, LfF( U) is the 
H,(U)-envelope of holomorphy of U, by (b) there exists a morphism 
y3: 8*(U) + gF( U) such that y3 0 c1= yF. 
If F is a closed subspace of a Banach space E such that E/F is separable 
and has the bounded approximation property (b.a.p.), S(H(rc( U)), TV) = 
b( z( U)) = & (rc( U)) (cf. [ 6, Corollary 58. lo] ). Consequently, we get 
8*(u)=b$((u)). 
We recall that given any separable Banach space G there exists Fc I, 
such that G is isomorphic to Z,/F. If in addition G has the b.a.p. it is clear 
that 1,/F has the b.a.p. (e.g., G = I, for 1 < p < co). Now, given UC I, and 
F c l1 such that Z,/F has the b.a.p., we have that 8’*(U) is the pull-back of 
wf(4U))P d 
We remark also that if U is such that z(U) is a domain of holomorphy 
then b*(U) is equal to U + F. 
Finally we want to remark that the morphism j: U+ 6$(U) defined in 
Proposition 13 is also open and injective. We didn’t succeed in our attempt 
to give a reasonable definition of “normal F-envelope of holomorphy of U.” 
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